Social Distancing
Solutions
FOR A RESPONSIBLE RETURN
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Hotel Readiness
The way the world is thinking about hospitality has changed. Each hotel’s path forward is a fluid journey, but we’re rolling up our sleeves
to help you through it.
We can help retrofit your existing products, redesign your spaces, and help you reimagine your next normal. Whatever that looks like, we
will work with you to make sure your employees and guests feel safe, healthy, and comfortable.
We are rooted in a history of seizing the horizon and crafting what’s next. And by crafting what’s next, we’re always ready for what’s now.
Embracing this next normal, we are leading the way in redefining the new spaces where life happens.
Together, let’s craft the now, the near, and the next.

Some Guidelines to Consider for Opening Hotels and Back Offices:
•

Ensure 6 ft. distance within social gathering layouts.

•

Reduce face-to-face positioning. Orient back-to-back or front-to-back with separation where possible.

•

Separate seats wherever possible and reduce number of people in congregating spaces.

•

Implement space division with screens and dividers positioned above the face to prevent direct transmission. Generally, 50” for
seated height and 68” for standing height, the same as visual privacy.

•

Provide enclosure and delineate spaces for further separation with partitions.

•

Shift from shared to single-use spaces and reinforce cleaning multiple times a day.

•

Incorporate easily cleanable and bleach-cleanable materials where possible for surfaces that are touched.

•

Indicate proper protocols with social distancing floor markings and signage.

•

Create clockwise, one-way corridor traffic wherever possible and ensure widths for social distancing.
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How do We Create
Social Distancing, yet
Maintain Design Integrity
Throughout the Hotel?

Social Distancing. A phrase that is in our everyday thoughts and vocabulary. It’s also an
important part of how we move forward in hotel design.
As we are all adjusting to a new normal, hotels will start to look and feel different.
Kimball Hospitality is here to help you get your hotels open while maintaining aesthetic
social distancing parameters.
We’re in this together, partnering for a safer tomorrow.
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Set-On Dividers.
Ready to Order.
These dividers are an easy, cost-effective
solution to quickly retrofit your public
space areas.
Select height and width of dividers based
on layout and occupancy. Taller dividers
are appropriate when guests are situated
face-to-face or are near high traffic
areas.
Create additional shielding by adding
set-on surface dividers to areas that may
already have partitions in place.

Dividers are available in a variety of
materials:
• Bleach-cleanable fabrics
• Hard surfaces such as glass, resin or
polycarbonate
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Set-On Dividers.
Idea Starters.
For those who need more
flexibility or specialized design
is required to continue with
your property’s theme, Kimball
Hospitality can help customize
the dividers to meet your specific
needs.
Consider easy-to-clean
surfaces such as glass, resin or
polycarbonate along with metal
or non-porous materials.

3070P07AXX

Communal Table

72 x 30 x 38

Acrylics are not recommended as they are
easily scratched and will show wear quickly.
www.kimballhospitality.com
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Set-On Dividers: Idea Starters
Customizable
Set-On Dividers
Adapt your public spaces without
jeopardizing the look and feel by
designing custom social distancing
products.
Kimball Hospitality is your solution for
custom divider solutions.
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Floor Dividers.
Ready to Order
Free-Standing Floor Dividers
Whether in a café or lobby, conference
room or meeting rooms, these
free-standing solutions encourage
chance encounters and meaningful
interactions.
Dividers are available in a variety of
materials:
• Bleach-cleanable fabrics
• Hard surfaces such as glass, resin or
polycarbonate
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Floor Dividers.
Ready to Order.
Free-Standing Floor Dividers
Creating separation within your
restaurants, bars, lobbies or
communal areas can be safe,
functional and designer-friendly.
Available in a variety of sizes,
colors and material options.
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Floor Dividers.
Idea Starters.
Have a specific design in
mind? We’re here to help you
create exactly what you need!
We suggest considering
easy-to-clean surfaces
such as glass, resin or
polycarbonate along with
metal or other non-porous
materials.

Acrylics are not recommended as they are
easily scratched and will show wear quickly.
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Floor Dividers: Idea Starters

This Floor Divider Idea Starter is
customizable by height and width
of each panel to create a dynamic
division, yet allow for visiblity for high
movement areas.

Connect additional panels to create
larger spaces like shown, or connect
just a few for smaller, more intimate
areas like lobby seating areas.
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Floor Dividers: Idea Starters

This Floor Divider Idea Starter is
customizable by height and width
of each panel to create a dynamic
division, yet allow for visiblity for high
movement areas.
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Seating Solutions: Nooks
Ready to Order
Seating Nooks
are the perfect
dual-purpose
solution for
providing an
enclosed lounge
setting and space
division. Nooks
are 69”H and
are available in
a multitude of
options.
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Nook: Additional Configuration Ideas
Nooks
2-Seat Privacy Nooks were
rearranged so they no longer face
one another. The 69”H privacy panels
serve as a barrier and divide space.

Seating rearranged so no one
faces one another. The 3-sided
privacy panels serve as a barrier
and divide space.
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Seating Solutions: Bays
Ready to Order
Seating Bays are
ideal solutions for
creating settings
for rest or focus,
providing enclosure
for occupants.
Available in one or
two-seat options,
56”H privacy panels
serve as an adequate
solution for space
division as well.
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Bay: Configuration Idea
Bays
Single Seat Privacy Bays
allow for protective separation with
taller backs and more pronounced
wings to create a serene and relaxing
environment.
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